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In this issue we focus on:
l The China Investment Corporation’s view of the European Financial Stability Fund
l Thoughts on the planned mass walkout of public sector unions
l This year’s Finance Act and its Pension Rule Changes
l Make sure your funds on deposit are working hard for you

The China Investment Corporation’s view of the European 
Financial Stability Fund
Jin Liqun is the Chairman of the Board of Supervisors of the China Investment Corporation (CIC), the state owned
Company responsible for making long term overseas investments on behalf of the Chinese state. Remember the
name. The CIC manages around US$ 400billion of China’s foreign exchange reserves.

Two weeks ago Jin Liqun gave a series of fascinating and very frank TV interviews; this is part of what he said on
the subject of Europe’s request for more external investment into the European Financial Stability Fund, the euro
bailout reserve.

“If you look at the trouble which happened in European Countries, this is purely because of the accumulated troubles
of a worn-out welfare society. I think the labour laws are outdated. The Labour Laws induce sloth, indolence, rather
than hardworking. The incentive system is totally out of whack”.

He went on to say about us Europeans: “people need to work a bit harder, they need to work longer – and they
should be more remunerated”. And of the Chinese he said – “you know, we work like crazy!”

He is absolutely right of course. We’re just not used to such blunt speaking – or to hearing such home truths. 

It’s instructive to watch the interviews, all you have to do is google “Jin Liqun”. A snatch of one of the interviews is
on – www.channel4.com’ whilst a much fuller version is available on – www.youtube.com by typing in Jin Liqun.

It seems that we’ve now come ‘full circle’ – where we, one time leaders of the world, now have to be shown the
way by the ‘emerging economies’. And how perverse that it should be the Chinese, with their unique economic
and political system (a form of ‘state capitalisation’), which are the ones to speak openly of our failings and declare
the manifest shortcomings of the socialist principles that Europe has so warmly embraced these last 50 years. 
Now, I know that ‘human rights’ and the ‘People’s Republic of China’ are difficult to link in a single sentence – and
acknowledging the Chinese government’s denial of its citizens’ rights to freedom of religious and political belief,
free speech, place of residence, size of family, independent judiciary, trades unions, freedom of the press, full
internet access – and heaven knows what else ... there’s still a sizeable and uncomfortable chunk of fundamental
truth in Jin Liquin’s words, is there not?

Thoughts on the planned mass walkout of public sector unions
Pursuing my ‘get real’ theme, I note that the public sector unions have promised a “mass walkout” on 30th
November to “protect their pensions”. In other words striking members will seek to garner public support for the
continuation of their unaffordable pension structure, by withdrawing the services they provide - to the intensively
farmed public that cough up the majority of their pension scheme costs. And don’t forget that this ‘public’ has
almost no chance of enjoying anything like similar pension benefits themselves!

Well, call me a Dutchman, but I think that it’s a bit rich. In fact, I’m really rather cross about it. I do hope that I’m
not confronted by a striker seeking my support. Let’s move on to brighter things...
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This year’s Finance Act and its Pension Rule Changes
Each of the pension rule changes introduced in this year’s Finance Act have now come into being. Improved
flexibility, eased contribution limits, unlimited Flexible Drawdown and better post-75 death benefits, shall now apply
to all members of upgraded schemes.

This year’s changed regulations introduce the potential for Members to claim ‘Fixed Protection’ of their fund – in
recognition that next year’s reduction in Lifetime Allowance, (from £1.8m to £1.5m) could disadvantage some.
Although we shall be taking steps to register every Member Fund that we consider might benefit from ‘Fixed
Protection’, we will be more than happy to discuss the benefits and drawbacks of Fixed Protection with all who
might have an interest. Just ask.

Over the coming weeks we shall be issuing new Trust Deeds to the trustees of each of our Schemes, to ensure
unrestricted entitlement to the new benefit structures. Although we shall reduce trustee duties to ‘read, sign and
return’ we recognise that any change (dare I say improvement) to regulations normally generates many questions
– and a renewed need to update understanding. In recognition of this, we will prepare a ‘Questions and Answers’
Fact Sheet on all the changes now with us and issue this with each new Deed. The many changes to pension
scheme structures and forms of benefit delivery also necessitates our issue of a revised Terms of Business. New
terms – but no increase in our charged rates for 2012.

Make sure your funds on deposit are working hard for you
Finally, a plea to all Trustees to check their cash. Are you needlessly holding ‘on demand’ zero interest monies? If
so, do consider putting these monies to work. Certain Bank Accounts with simple 3 Day Notice restrictions will
routinely pay a 2% deposit yield – whilst altogether better rates are available for Fixed Term Deposits (FTD’s) for
periods of between 6 Months and 3 Years. Talk to us (or to your Advisers) about this. Interest rates may be ultra-
low at the moment but that’s no reason to provide the Banks with free capital. Where any need for early access to
cash is absent, funds on deposit really should be put to work. At the time of writing, interest rates on 6 month
FTD’s comfortably exceed 2%.

Just call (or email) us for a Fact Sheet on Fixed Term Deposits.

Robert Taylor
24 November 2011
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